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Message From Mahika

This is the very beginning of the Mahika Mishra Foundation and its

initiative, Letters for Change (LFC). The organization was registered

as a Section 8 company. The message of LFC was crystalized and

written. The Logo was designed and the first version of the website

was created. With this, we are all set to reach out to a large number

of children.

Best wishes,

Mahika Mishra

Founder



They say the toughest part is to start something. The last few months have seen an

idea take shape and evolve into an organization. It started with a letter Mahika

wrote. The power of an idea can never be underestimated. Letters for Change is an

idea. It is set to roll now. The structure that supports this idea is in place. This would

not have happened without the invaluable support of friends. 

Well begun is half done, but that does not hold true in the case of Letters for

Change. It is a long arduous path that needs to be covered. Mahika and her team

will walk on this path, one step at a time. 

Best wishes,

Dushyant

Director

 

Message From Dushyant



In March 2019, Mahika Mishra wrote an innocent letter with a simple idea to    

Mr. Anand Mahindra. The letter went viral and was covered by all the major

news channels. Mahika realized children all over the world do not get the

opportunity to voice their concerns. All decisions affecting them are taken by

adults. There is an absence of a platform that allows children to speak up. These

revelations led to the beginning of the Mahika Mishra Foundation and Letters

for Change.

The Mahika Mishra Foundation is a non-profit registered as a Section 8

company under the Companies Act, 2013. Its initiative “Letters for Change”

empowers children to write letters on issues that affect them and their possible

solutions.

 

How Mahika Mishra Foundation
Came Into The Picture?



It was March 2019, 12-year-old Mahika Mishra wrote a letter to          

Mr. Anand Mahindra. The letter expressed her concern over noise

pollution. Mr. Anand Mahindra tweeted this letter. His tweet

compelled the world to take notice of the original ideas shared by

Mahika. Every news site covered it and lauded the suggestion

presented by her.

All this made Mahika realize that indeed, a letter does make a

difference! She asked herself, ”If one letter could create a difference

then what if every child like her wrote a letter?”

 

Mahika's Letter
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Mahika's Letter
Response to Mahika's Letter



"To amplify 

the voices of children 

and

 inspire change" 

MISSIONMISSION



"To create 

a world 

where every child 

can speak up" 

VISIONVISION



We aspire to create a safe space where children are free

to communicate their ideas and opinions without fear.

We encourage children to write letters on the issues

they think can change their lives.

We make sure that right people hear the voices of

children.

 

What Does Letters For Change (LFC) Do?



Message from Children who
Wrote to Us
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Children Writing Letters 
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 Fun Interaction with Children 



Our Collaborations for getting letters 



Growth in the events at LFC 

Number of events in past tenures of LFC :- 
2020-21 : 0
2021-22 : 9
2022-23 : 11



Financial Reports 2022-2023



























To connect with us : 

Mahika Mishra Foundation 

lettersforchange_

Mahikamishrafoundation@gmail.com


